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Abstract
Indoor environmental monitoring and management system has played an

essential role in public health sustainability. By monitoring the indoor air
quality in public areas such as schools, offices, home or other buildings, the
authorities will be given a better picture of the indoor air quality to take
the right steps to ensure the better air quality for people inside the build-
ings. This system also can give information about indoor air quality infor-
mation for the society. Therefore, to achieve this goal, we need to develop a
monitoring system by using Information Technology based on Big Data and
Cloud Computing environment to give warning. In this paper, we propose
Intelligent Indoor Environment Monitoring System (iDEMS) combined with
ZigBee wireless sensor network technology to store and process environmen-
tal data in HBase. The mechanism of the proposed system is classified into
three stages: data collection, data processing, and information monitoring.
To understand an Intelligent Indoor Environmental Monitoring, first, we col-
lected the gas from Intelligent Indoor Environmental Monitoring through the
environmental sensors with ZigBee wireless sensor network technology. We
build a platform for iDEMS to collect the data related to the indoor gases.
Second, the environmental data collected in the first stage will be stored and
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processed in HBase which support massive data storage and free to increase
storage capacity for the analysis and processing of Big Data. In this stage,
we also compared several data-input methods to import data in HBase much
more efficient. Third, the intelligent-control socket is integrated into iDEMS
and give the warning if the air quality exceeds the absolute legal limit based
on the air quality index rule from the authority. Finally, iDEMS presents
the resulting information by a web-based Monitoring Platform so that users
can use the Internet to monitor the environment and enable them to utilize
these informed decisions on managing and improving the environments.
Keywords: Sustainability, iDEMS, Environmental Sensors, Cloud
Computing, Big Data, HBase

1. Introduction1

The importance of the indoor environmental monitoring system for hu-2

man safety and health is growing, specifically intelligent monitoring and con-3

trol system for air cleanliness. Most people tend to think that air pollution is4

only happening in outdoor environments, such as exhaust fumes from vehi-5

cles, the burning of fossil fuels in industries, or forest fires. In reality, the air6

inside schools, offices, homes, and other buildings can be more polluted than7

the air outside. Indoor air pollution might be polluted by volatile chemicals8

from building materials and cleaning products, cigarette smoke, the burning9

of fuels from stoves and ovens. Another significant source of indoor pollution10

is dust mites, mold spores, and pet dander. People with special needs, like11

children, elderly and people with the pulmonary disease might be especially12

sensitive to indoor pollutants. After repeated exposure, other effects might13

appear years later. These motivate us to develop the model and system to14

monitor the value of indoor air pollution level using the sensor in Big Data15

and Cloud Computing environment. We have reference to the scientific and16

commercial data grow exponentially, which focus on improving the resource17

utilization, reducing power consumption, and achieving the large-scale data18

analysis [1, 2, 3].19

In the real-time application monitoring, we need to apply Internet of20

Things (IoT) consists of interrelated sensors, processors, and communication21

hardware that collect, send and act on data acquired from surrounding en-22

vironments. However, this platform has some unprecedented characteristics23

such as have a vast number of connections simultaneously, needs to be highly24
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scalable, reliable and secure environment. Thus, it is substantial to use Big25

Data and Cloud Computing to capture the large-scale data processing. An-26

other critical point, we adopted OpenStack to deploy a distributed system27

that manages data from several sensors in given spots for the IoT back-end.28

M. Rönkkö et al. [2] studied automation of the selection and sequencing of29

preprocessing methods based on the user requirements. The authors propose30

the use of characterizations and a reachability algorithm to solve the selection31

and sequencing problem. In their paper, they present the algorithm and32

argue for its correctness, how the algorithm is implemented as a cloud service,33

and illustrate the use of the service with simple case studies. S. Trilles et34

al. [3] presented how to embed an open sensory platform for both hardware35

and software in the context of a smart city, more specifically in a university36

campus. For this integration, GIScience comes into play, where it offers37

different open standards that allow full control over ”smart things” as an38

agile and interoperable way to achieve this. To test their system, the authors39

have deployed a network of different sensory platforms inside the university40

campus, to monitor environmental phenomena. D. Meana-Llorian et al. [4]41

proposed a new approach to control the temperature using the Internet of42

Things together its platforms and fuzzy logic regarding not only the indoor43

temperature but also the outdoor temperature and humidity to save energy44

and to set a more comfortable environment for their users. Although these45

works have developed the system using algorithm and sensors as IoT, there46

is yet no study focusing on improving how to manage large data captured by47

sensors that have unprecedented characteristics such as have a vast number48

of connections simultaneously. In our work, we elevate the capability of our49

system using methods of high performance and high throughput computing50

environment to give efficient, reliable and quick access.51

This paper is an extended version of our previous paper by C.-T. Yang,52

et al. [5], which demonstrated the applicability of air quality monitoring pro-53

totype using Carbon Dioxide (CO2) concentration as an essential indicator54

of the indoor air quality in Taichung Veterans General Hospital. This real-55

time air quality monitoring system provides the authority for monitoring air56

quality in the designated area and notifying medical staff via mobile phone57

when the air quality deteriorates below a threshold level. We improve this58

paper by comparing Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) data with the Tem-59

perature and Humidity Index (THI) value to categorize the level of comfort60

value of the environmental index. THI is a combined index of temperature,61

dew point, and relative humidity. If THI is low, human body feels increas-62
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ingly cold. Conversely, human will suffer heat exhaustion. Therefore, the63

values should be between 20 and 26 to let human body feel comfortable.64

Besides, we provide some other results from the sensors namely the Tem-65

perature, Humidity, Carbon Monoxide (CO), Formaldehyde, and Volatile66

Organic Compounds (VOCs). In the previous paper, the data from WSN is67

stored in MySQL Database in short time based from the index value of CO268

captured by sensors; then the program will determine whether it exceeds the69

limit or not to give warning. In our extended system, we store data from70

ZigBee WSN technology into HBase database system; then we will do the71

further operation from this database. In this work, we use Zigbee WSN,72

which has significant advantages in the term of low-power consumption and73

low data rate. To give a warning system, we embed an intelligent socket that74

will automatically give notification when the air quality exceeds the certain75

legal limit. Additionally, we enhance the system performance with several76

technical like index tuning and some adjustment to provide our data can be77

read and written with the high-performance computing. We designed and78

implemented a distributed data flow management system based on Hadoop79

platform. In this case, MapReduce is used to process user requests, and80

The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is used to manage data flows.81

It can efficiently improve the processing time for data collection and data82

analysis.83

The implementation and applications of Hadoop open source are widespread84

in the past few years. T. Kun-Fu et al. [6] showed how to store large amounts85

of data transferred from MySQL to HBase, and arrange with Thrift that was86

initially developed by Facebook. Thrift is an Apache project contains a set87

code-generation tools that allows developers to build Remote Procedure Call88

(RPC) clients and servers by just defining the data types and service inter-89

faces in a simple definition file. This given file is used as an input. Then,90

the code is generated by the compiler to build RPC clients and servers for91

communicating across programming languages. We used Java code to create92

graph and chart from the analyzed data to display resulting information on93

the user interface in our system.94

In summary, this research aims to develop a prototype of an intelligent95

indoor environment monitoring system using sensors in the Cloud Comput-96

ing and Big Data environment based on the comfortable THI value. The97

prototype will provide real-time access with high-performance computing to98

give efficient, reliable and quick access to the user. Moreover, the prototype99

will address the following goals:100
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• Developing iDEMS in OpenStack as a Cloud Computing Application.101

• Developing an architecture of IoT for environmental monitoring by102

combining with ZigBee WSN technology.103

• Developing a distributed computing environment based on Hadoop.104

• Processing the environmental data in HBase.105

• Comparing WSN data and the THI value to categorize the level of106

comfort value of the environmental index.107

• Embedding an intelligent socket to automatically give notification if108

the air quality exceeds the certain legal limit.109

• Enhancing the system performance such as index tuning and some110

adjustment to provide high-performance computing.111

• Developing the service to connect back-end and front-end HBase data112

using Thrifts.113

• Displaying the resulting information in graph and chart based on the114

web application using Java programming as a client.115

The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review back-116

ground and preliminaries. In Section 3, we introduce the proposed system117

design and implementation. Section 4 shows our experiments and results. In118

Section 5, conclusions and future work are given.119

2. Background and Preliminaries120

In this section, background knowledge and related work are reviewed. First,121

we discuss the Cloud Computing, OpenStack and IoT. Then we discuss Big122

Data, NoSQL, Hadoop, HDFS and HBase about Big Data analysis and pro-123

cessing applications. Finally, we discuss how to categorize the level of comfort124

value of environmental index by comparing iDEMS with THI Formula.125

2.1. Cloud Computing126

Cloud computing is an operation mode based on the Internet. In this127

way, the resources of hardware and software can be provided to computers128

and other devices on demand. Users no longer need to know the details of129

the cloud infrastructure, or have the appropriate expertise and direct control130

[7, 8, 9].131
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2.2. OpenStack132

OpenStack [10] is one of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud comput-133

ing projects. It was launched by NASA and Rackspace in 2010, written with134

Python and used Apache license, thus being massively scalable and feature-135

rich. Cloud files platform of Rackspace with the company’s code to build136

OpenStack project in cloud object storage foundation. It means that NASA137

use Nebula to build cloud computing in OpenStack. The technology includes138

a series of interrelated components that can provide multiple solutions for139

cloud infrastructure. Its mission is to help companies build systems running140

on standard hardware to provide cloud computing services. OpenStack in-141

cludes the operations of the compute module, networking module and storage142

module, as shown in Figure 1. Above three modules, the categories dash-143

board module uses a centralized management of the three modules. Finally,144

four modules combined in OpenStack as shared services that can provide145

external computing resources with elastic expansion or scheduling of VMs146

approaches [11, 12].

Figure 1: OpenStack Architecture
147

2.3. Big Data148

Big Data refers to data in such a huge scale that, within a reasonable time,149

cannot be manually captured, managed, processed, and organized to become150

information comprehensible by human E. Feller et al.[13]. Compared with151

the individual analysis of small independent data sets with the same total152

amount of data, after combining the various small data sets as a Big Data153
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set, additional information and data relevance can be retrieved and used to154

detect trends, determine product quality and real-time messages, etc. Such155

use is the major reason for the prevalence of Big Data.156

2.4. NoSQL157

NoSQL appeared in 1998. It is developed by Carlo Strozzi as a lightweight,158

open source, relationship database without SQL function. In 2009, Eric159

Evans from Rackspace’s put forward the concept of NoSQL once again. In160

this time, NoSQL mainly refers to non-relational, distributed, and not pro-161

vide ACID repository model. The slogan of NoSQL East conference held in162

Atlanta is “select fun, profit from real world where relational= false.”Therefore,163

the most common explanation is “non-associated type”, which emphasizes164

the advantages of key-value stores and document repository, rather than165

simply opposes Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). The166

full name of NoSQL is Not Only SQL. It is different from relational database167

management system design [14, 15].168

2.5. Internet of Things (IoT)169

The IoT is based on the Internet, traditional telecommunication network170

and other information carriers to enable all ordinary physical objects, which171

can be independently addressed, achieve interoperability of networks . IoT172

is machine to machine (MTM) with the Internet. It covers everything in173

the world by using RFID and wireless data communication technology [16].174

IoT generally uses a wireless network; since the number of devices around175

everyone can reach 1000 to 5000, so IoT might include more than 500 Trillion176

objects. By implementing the IoT, everyone can use electronic tags to find177

real objects on the Internet and find out their specific locations. Users can178

use a central computer to manage and control machines, equipment and179

personnel; they can even remote control house devices and cars, and search180

locations to prevent goods from stealing. By implementing IoT, systems with181

GPS can communicate with each other and share information.182

2.6. WSN183

A WSN consists of numerous automatic devices distributed in space and184

composes a wireless a communications network. In the WSN architecture,185

sensors are designed to have features of a small size, low cost, low power186

consumption, easy to build, and with a distributed environmental sensing187
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capability [17]. In the beginning, “Smart Dust”, a system of many tiny mi-188

croelectromechanical systems (MEMS) was originally proposed by University189

of California, Berkeley in 1990s. Smart Dust not only controls physical state190

of the environment by using sensors in different locations, but also has appli-191

cations in military-related intelligence gathering. Now, because of advance-192

ments of MEMS and nanotechnology, the sensors are constantly shrinking in193

volume, lightweight, and carrying positioning sensing nodes. Various types of194

micro-sensor elements are combined with wireless transmission communica-195

tion networks, and large number of sensors can be spread in the environment196

to collect and provide useful data for people any time. Their applications197

today can be used for fulfillment of a Lifestyles of Health and Sustainabil-198

ity (LOHAS) environment to have convenience, safety, comfort, and energy199

saving. Besides, WSN has been widely used in various fields such as environ-200

mental sensing and ecological health detection, and traffic control. ZigBee201

[18, 19] is a low-speed, short-range wireless network protocol; its underlying202

layer uses IEEE 802.15.4 standard for media access control and the physical203

layer. ZigBee is developed by ZigBee Alliance of Honeywell Company [20];204

the idea of ZigBee, a self-organized wireless ad-hoc network standard, was205

conceived in 1998. The main features of ZigBee are low-speed, low power,206

low cost, supporting a large number of network nodes and variety of network207

topologies, and its application is simple, fast, reliable and secure.208

2.7. Hadoop209

Hadoop [21, 15] is an open-source software for reliable, scalable, dis-210

tributed computing under the Apache Software Foundation. The initial pro-211

totype of Hadoop-Nutch was developed for web searching by Doug Cutting212

and Mike Cafarella. In 2006, Doug Cutting joined Yahoo and set up a profes-213

sional team to continue research and development of this technology, officially214

named as Hadoop. Hadoop is written in Java; it can provide a distributed215

computing environment for huge data. The concept of Hadoop architecture is216

based on the BigTable and Google File System papers published by Google.217

Currently, Yahoo! and other companies have teams for Hadoop develop-218

ment; and more and more companies and organizations publicly express the219

intention to use Hadoop as cloud computing platform.220

Hadoop includes a number of sub-projects. Hadoop MapReduce provides221

a distributed computing environment; HDFS provides a lot of storage space;222

and HBase provides a BigTable-like distributed database [22]. There are223

other parts that can be used to link together these three main parts, providing224
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easy integration of cloud services, as shown in Figure 2. The following section225

will introduce HDFS and HBase.

Figure 2: Apache Hadoop Ecosystem
226

2.8. HDFS227

Hadoop is a cluster system, which is an integrated super computer ex-228

panded from a single server to thousands of machines. In this cluster the229

information is stored in HDFS, which integrates dispersed storage resources230

into a fault-tolerant, high efficiency, large capacity, and remote backup stor-231

age environment. In Hadoop systems, the large amount of data and tem-232

porary files generated during computation are stored on this distributed file233

system. Through HDFS, Hadoop can store tera bytes (TB) or peta bytes234

(PB) of Big Data [23]. It does not need to worry about the size of a single file235

exceeding the size of a disk sector, or data lost caused by damaged machines.236

HDFS has not been integrated into the Linux kernel, and it only can operate237

files via dfs shell command of Hadoop, or use FUSE to be treated as a file238

system under the user space. All systems under Hadoop are integrated with239
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HDFS as a data storage, backup, and sharing medium. As mentioned earlier,240

when the system is assigning computing tasks, MapReduce will assign com-241

puting task to the nodes stored with the data for operation, thus reducing242

the time to transmit the large amount of data via networks [14, 15].243

2.9. HBase244

Apache HBase [14, 24] is a project undertaken by Powerset to deal with245

the huge amount of data generated by natural language searching. But now it246

is already a top-level project of the Apache Foundation. HBase runs on HDFS247

and has attracted widespread attention. Facebook chose HBase to implement248

it’s messaging platform in November 2010. HBase is distributed database on249

HDFS architecture and it is different from general relational database. It is250

modelled with reference of Google’s BigTable and is programmed in Java. It251

is fault-tolerant to store massive sparse data. The table from HBase can be252

used as inputs and outputs in MapReduce tasks. It can be accessed through253

the Java API, and it also can be accessed by REST, Avro or the Thrift254

API. Today, it has been used in a number of data-driven sites, including255

Facebook’s messaging platform. In order to conveniently disperse data and256

operation work, the entire data table is divided into many regions. One257

region is composed of one or more columns, which can be stored in different258

hosts called as the region servers; master server is used to record a region259

corresponding to each region server; besides, there is the master server to260

record every region server corresponding to every region. The master server261

will automatically reassign regions on the region server that cannot provide262

services to another region server.263

3. System Design and Implementation264

This section introduces the design of iDEMS and its implementation.265

To test the system in a real environment, we have implemented iDEMS in266

buildings of our school, i.e., Tunghai University, Taiwan. The concept of267

proposed system and architecture of the system prototype for data transfer268

are introduced in 3.1. Next, the proposed system architecture is presented in269

3.2. The flowchart of the environmental information monitoring system with270

intelligent sockets is shown in 3.3 and the cloud architecture of iDEMS is271

proposed and described in 3.4. The implementation of the proposed system272

is presented in 3.5.273
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3.1. Platform Concept274

In order to efficiently store, process, and analyze massive data obtained275

from environmental sensors, many services are implemented in iDEMS. In276

the back-end of these services, various kinds of environmental sensors are277

installed inside the experimental space, and the environmental data captured278

by the various sensors are transmitted to a data storage unit by a WSN.279

Finally, via Ethernet, these data are stored in a cloud distributed database.280

We adopt OpenStack to build a cloud cluster with multiple virtual machines.281

As shown in Figure 3, the proposed services are introduced as follows:282

• The original sensor data are uploaded to the cloud platform and stored283

in a distributed database.284

• After processing and analyzing data in real time, the useful information285

will be displayed to the user.286

• The data stored in the distributed databases can be handled; via the287

cloud cluster data processing services, the user can search, filter, and288

analyze the stored data.289

Figure 3: Diagram of the concept of services

3.2. System Architecture290

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show our system structure and architecture, respec-291

tively. The sensor data are transferred to the cloud platform; upon receiving292

the data, the data collection service is invoked to store the data in the dis-293

tributed database system in the cloud. The data in the cloud storage can294

be accessed by data searching services and data processing services via the295
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cloud computing platform. After data processing operations, the computed296

results can be sent to update information used in the web application service297

and user interface. Finally, iDEMS uses web technologies such as HTML5,298

JavaScript and CSS 3 to visually display the results. In order to achieve299

the goal of creating a dynamic web, jQuery is used to implement the user300

interface. Users can view real time environmental information via the user301

interface. The flow chart of iDEMS is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4: System Structure
302

3.3. Data Collection Service303

Capturing various environmental information smoothly is the most im-304

portant task in developing an environmental monitoring system. To obtain305

the information, we use ZigBee network protocols to transmit the environ-306

mental data and sensors data. The sensory data are packed by the ZigBee307

Router and transferred to the ZigBee Coordinator via the ZigBee wireless308

network protocol (IEEE 802.15.4). The ZigBee Coordinator is used for data309

collection, and it converts information from various sensors in a readable310
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Figure 5: System Architecture of our work

data format. Figure 7 shows the architecture used for data transform and311

storage in the database. We store data into the database via Ethernet. Af-312

ter receiving messages in different communication protocols, e.g., TCP and313

UDP, the server processes the received data and then writes the processed314

data in database. Moreover, to ensure that the processed data are shown315

in real time mode, sensory data are also written to Notepad and directly316

displayed on the system web page by using PHP. This approach eliminates317

the time spent in writing data to the database before reading. In preparing318

the web content, JSON data are transmitted through the PHP to HTML,319

then, by using file chart.js, it is represented in a variety of charts, which can320

be used in subsequent data processing and analysis.321

The flowchart of our work is described as following. There are two steps:322

1. Get data source from sensor323

2. Write into HBase database (NOSQL)324

Algorithm 3.1: Get data instruction()

while in record time

do
{
get environment information via sensors
write information into HBase

325
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Figure 6: System Flow Chart of our work

3.4. Design Cloud Architecture326

Figure 8 shows the implementation of iDEMS in cloud architecture con-327

sisting of multiple hosts and each host has its own vCPU, memory and stor-328

age. These hosts comprise a computing cluster in cloud based on the HDFS.329

NoSQL and Apache HBase are used for data storage in the cluster to store330

indoor air quality data collected by sensors. Data in HBase can be accessed331

by the HDFS; the web page can connects with HBase via Apache Thrift to332

access huge data. By using Cloudera(CDH) Cluster for the deployment and333

monitoring of each Data Node, the state of the cluster can be easily and334

quickly perceived, allowing the system to respond faster to problems.335
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Figure 7: Data transform and storage into databases

3.4.1. Data Conversion Storage Service336

The accumulative amount of environmental data keeps increasing every337

second, so it is essential to build the cloud platform that is suitable for338

conversing and storing of the huge collected data. The system needs con-339

versing and then importing existing data stored in MySQL database; besides,340

it needs accurately collecting and storing the subsequent real time environ-341

mental data into its database. In this work we mainly import data in single-342

threaded mode, in which data are imported one by one by scanning rows343

of columns. To import data into the distributed database, the Zookeeper344

communicates with HBase and writes data into it. We will make adjustment345

to enhance the performance of importing data.346

• Data Collection Storage - “Put” and “PutList”347

The write operation in HBase can be divided into two types. One type348

is the single put, mainly used for executing a single write operation349

to put a specified row key record into HBase, as shown in Figure 9.350

First, a data item is read from MySQL, then according to the format,351

it is set to be matched with each corresponding row and column. To352

import data, after the Zookeeper communicating with HBase, the data353
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Figure 8: Cloud Architecture in our system

are written one-by-one in HBase. This method is applicable for small354

amount data or the case in which only a single data item is written at355

each time. When the amount of data becomes huge, too much time is356

called for data import. Another type is PutList for a multiple write357

operation, as shown in Figure 10. At first, a put list is established and358

pre-set with a writing limit; data are written to the list until it is full,359

then all the data in the list are written once into HBase. It saves the360

waste of time and computing resources of write operations performed361

each time after reading in a data item.362

• Data Collection Storage - Adjust363

Since writing data into HBase consumes much time and resources, we364

adjust three parameters of HTable to improve the data import perfor-365

mance. The three parameters are setAutoFlush(), setWriteToWAL(),366

and setWriteBufferSize() which are described as follows.367

– setAutoFlush():368

When setAutoFlush of HTable is set as false, the automatic flush369

of HTable writing to Client is turned off; thus, data can be written370
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Figure 9: Data collection service with Put

into HBase in batch instead of writing one put per time by sending371

a request to RegionServer for update. Only when client’s tempo-372

rary storage is full, a request is sent to HBase for data import.373

The default of setAutoFlush is true.374

– setWriteToWAL():375

In HBase, when a client submits data to the RegionServer in the376

cluster, it first writes the ”Write Ahead Log” (WAL), which is377

shared in all Regions in a RegionServer; and only when WAL378

write is successfully, it goes on writing MemStore, and then the379

client is notified with the successful submission of data. If WAL380

writing fail, the client is notified with the failed submission of381

data. The advantage of this approach is that the data can be382

recovered if the RegionServer clashes. Therefore, for writing less383

important data, one can adjust setWriteToWAL as false to give384

up writing WAL log and improve data import performance. The385

default of setWriteToWAL is true.386

– setWriteBufferSize():387

By adjusting WriteBufferSize in HTable, we can set the writing388

buffer size at the HTable’s Client. If the new buffer size is less389

than the size of current data do writing into it, the data in the390

buffer will be flushed to the server. The unit of WriteBufferSize391

is in bytes; the writing buffer size can be set according to the392

realistic size of written data.393
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Figure 10: Data collection service with PutList

3.4.2. Web Application Service394

Figure 11 shows data processing of various system services. The Web Ap-395

plication Service is responsible for communication with the front end, i.e., it396

receives service requests on stored data coming from the front end, and coor-397

dinates other system services such as Data Record Service and Data Analysis398

Service. Finally, the Web Application Service sends the query results back399

to the Front-end View to display.400

3.4.3. Controlling Intelligent Sockets Service401

The algorithm of transmission, processing, and analysis for real time sen-402

sory data is shown in Figure 12. Besides, display of the real time information403

in charts and intelligent sockets are used in iDEMS. The ZigBee router sends404

sensory data in hexadecimal control codes to the Coordinator, and then405

iDEMS determines whether the sensory data locate in a normal range. If406

the sensory data are not normal, iDEMS will give warning messages on the407

monitoring web page and/or trigger the intelligent socket to remotely con-408

trol the system. Since iDEMS can be set in either ”automatic control” or409

”manual control” mode, our system can be automatically controlled by the410

intelligent socket when there is no staff on site for real time monitoring of411

the environment.412

Following algorithm is used for filter abnormal THI and show out system413

warning.414
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Figure 11: Data processing of system service

Algorithm 3.2: Controlling Intelligent Socket(c)

while in record time
get environment information via sensors

do





if ( THI value is not normal )

then





if ( the socket is setting in automatic)

then
{
system warning
turn on electrical products

else if ( the socket is setting in manually)
then

{
system warning

else continue;

415
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Figure 12: Flow chart of environmental data transmission

3.5. System Implementation416

Since different data are collected by various environmental sensors, the417

original real time data are in different formats and coding. In this work, we418

used OpenStack to build four virtual machines (VMs) with same specifica-419

tions to effectively use resources in the physical machines, since any physical420

machine with idled VMs could be turned off to save energy. Figure 13 depicts421

usage of VMs via a web interface on OpenStack.422

We created multiple VMs to construct a cloud cluster in OpenStack. The423

Cloudera Manager was used to build related packages, such as ZooKeeper,424

Hadoop HDFS, Hadoop MapReduce, and HBase. To deploy the platform425

environment, we adopted Cloudera Manager to monitor status of system426

services, such as Hosts, HBase, HDFS, MapReduce, and ZooKeeper. The427

iDEMS also has real time monitoring of system service resources, such as428

CPU usage, Disk I / O, network I / O, and HDFS I / O in the cluster and429

displays states of real time system services on the Cloudera Manager inter-430

face, as shown in Figure 14. The Cloudera Manager can monitor the status431

of each node to validate normal connections of each host. This management432

system checks connections from time to time. If a connection is abnormal or433

in bad quality, or any cluster service or system problem occurs, the Cloudera434

manager will set up warning messages.435
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Figure 13: OpenStack status

436

We used four hosts, one for NameNode and three for DataNodes. From437

status information the status of every machine in the cluster can be known.438

Each physical machine is configured with a static IP address. The detailed439

states of the whole system can be shown in a web page, as shown in Figure440

15.441
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Figure 14: Cloudera manager status

Figure 15: System Test Content
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4. Experimental Environment and Results442

This experiment section is divided into two parts. The first is to explain443

the relevant hardware and software equipment used in building experimental444

environment. The second is our experimental results on the effectiveness of445

the adjustment.446

4.1. Experimental Environment447

To build platforms that provide services in the proposed iDEMS, we first448

introduce our hardware and software specification as follows. Table 1 shows449

the hardware specification of the computer and sensors we use in experiments.450

We implement the system in campus as a case study, therefore it can be451

implemented in other area in the future. In detail, we use two different kinds452

of environmental sensors in different type and specification of each sensor is453

listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Hardware for Sensing service
Hardware for Sensing service

Sensor no. Sensor Type Specification

Sensor 1

Temperature and humidity Series WHT
Formaldehyde CTX 300

VOC OLCT 100 XP
Carbon monoxide OLCT 20 D

Sensor 2 CO2, Temperature, Humidity ZGw08VRC
454

In addition to the above ambient sensors in the cloud environment, we455

use one Physical machine and four virtual machines. The physical machine456

is with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU6420@ 2.13GHz. The four virtual machines457

are built on OpenStack, whereas each virtual machines contain of 4 vCPU,458

so in total we have 16 vCPU. We use Ubuntu 12.04 64-bit version for oper-459

ating system of all machines. It shows as Table 2. For the cloud cluster460

service, we use the Cloudera CDH to build cloud cluster. We used four VMs461

configured with the same specifications of the machine as an environment for462

processing Big Data and computing. Each VM is configured 4 cores, 8GB463

RAM and 100GB of storage space. The system software adopts Zookeeper464

3.4.5, Hadoop2.6.0, HDFS2.6.0, and HBase1.0.0, as shown in Table 3.465
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Table 2: Hardware and Software for all service
Hardware and Software for all service

Web Server *1

CPU Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU6420@ 2.13GHz
RAM 2GiB DIMM SDRAM Synchronous*2
HDD 250GB Hitachi HDT72502*2
OS Linux Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS

Cloud Server *1

vCPU 4 cores
RAM 8GB
HDD 100GB
OS Linux Ubuntu 12.04 LTS

Table 3: Hardware and Software for cloud service
Hardware for cloud service

Node name Cores RAM HDD
NameNode 4 8 100
DataNode 1 4 8 100
DataNode 2 4 8 100
DataNode 3 4 8 100

Software for cloud service
Version

OS Ubuntu 12.04 LTS
Compiler JavaSE Development Kit 7u15
Cloudera CDH 5.4.0
ZooKeeper 3.4.5
Hadoop 2.6.0
HDFS 2.6.0
HBase 1.0.0
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4.2. Experimental Results466

To test the general case of data reading and writing, we use the Linux467

system. As shown in Figure 16, we measure the different ratio of data to468

compare the performance of Linux in the term of file size and processing469

time. We observe that the time it takes to read and write is higher, and470

therefore we have to analyze what information can be obtained. In order to

Figure 16: Test Performance in Linux
471

efficiently analyze Big Data, we need to store data into HBase cloud platform.472

However, it spends a lot of time in converting a large amount of data to473

cloud platform. For input data, literally HDFS is one of the key factors that474

influence the effectiveness of import time. So we have a time effectiveness475

comparison for MySQL and HBase, as shown in Figure 17. We observe476

that HBase has better performance than MySQL. The results obtained after477

calculating the average is shown in Figure 18. As can be seen, the execution478

time of Put is much higher than PutList when executing a single writing479

operation to put a specified row key record into HBase. However, when the480

amount of data becomes huge PutList is a better method for multiple writing481

operation based on the experiment. In addition, AutoFlush adjustment can482

reduce more time it takes to write in PutList. It allows us to have a faster483

conversion, so we can avoid the long time conversion process and missing the484

important message. We integrate the above experimental data to the chart.485
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Figure 17: Compare With Performance

Figure 18: The execution time of Adjust in AutoFlush and WriteToWAL

It shows the Big Data cost processing time with reading and displaying in486

different amount of data. We know from Figure 19 obtained from the process487

of import data in MySQL and HBase, the more information would spend lots488
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of time. Comparing data for one week and one month has a significant gap.489

We can imagine, how much time needed to reading the data for one month.490

Different from importing data process, to display the data in one month we491

can calculate it in one month average and show in one data row after it being492

calculated. Finally, we know that if we want to reduce the processing time,493

we must reduce the rows displayed. In Figure 27, Big Data accessing and

Figure 19: Compare with use Index in MySQL and use MapReduce in HBase
494

processing platform is divided into several functions: sensor position, list of495

specific area in each position, real-time monitoring, search the environmental496

data, filter and analysis. The search function has three search modes, namely497

”For one Day”, ”For one Week” and ”For one Month” searching modes. The498

rules are used for filtering the kind of sensor and the time setting option. All499

sensor positions in our campus are shown in a map view in Figure 20500

Inside the map we can click at a point of sensor link, then it will display501

the name of department with the blue url as shown in Figure 21. If we click502

this blue url, it will show the detail information of air quality in specific503

point of sensor as shown in Figure 22. We also can zoom in the table of504

air quality information as shown in Figure 23. Some other functions in this505

system are in daily, weekly and monthly informations of several air pollutant506
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Figure 20: Sensor positions in campus

parameters as mentioned previously. The reports can be seen in Figure 24507

as the daily information, Figure 25 as the weekly information and Figure 26508

as the monthly information.509

Figure 22 shows the latest environmental information. It collects envi-510

ronmental information graphically presented on the web-based monitoring511

platform, contains the quality index of the current environment.512

We can use this environmental information as an indicator to control and513

adjust the indoor temperature and humidity environment. THI has a large514

impact on human health, when THI is between 20 and 26 the human body515

feel comfortable and also it is a great circumstances to rest at night. On the516

other hand, if THI is high it is not conductive to fatigue recovery especially517

for a long time in a high THI indoor environment. Likewise, if THI is low then518

human body feels increasingly cold. This out of limits situation will affect519

significantly to the elderly and children health. In this paper we calculate520

the THI values and show the level of THI in color as shown in Figure 28.521

This following chart is ”Daily Statistics” as shown on Figure 29 This chart522

describes the graph of data changes in daily. We also add the calculation523

of THI value and external environment from sensors, such as sunny hours.524

This effective environmental information is determined by the environmental525

quality standards.526

This monitoring system provides filter data function, whereas the user527

can select a specific data. For example, user can choose various kinds of528
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Sensor.png Sensor.bb

Figure 21: Specific Sensor

environmental sensors in a specific period of time. The result of the filter529

would be the calculation of the environmental value per month such as av-530

erage, maximum and minimum value. The sample result is shown in the531

following Figure 30.532

Indoor quality and safety are an important factor in the environmental533

monitoring system. In this work, in order to improve iDEMS, we add an534

intelligent socket regulation and alarm system that can enhance the man-535

agement of indoor environment controlling system. Without this intelligent536

socket, the controlling system is operated by human. Whereas human op-537

erator error is can be a cause of information failures. To avoid this matter,538

we added the warning system feature that could automatically give warning539

when the air quality exceed the certain legal limit based on the air quality540

index rule from the authority through artificial approach.541

There are many users that utilize this system, to securing this system,542

we add a login page to distinguish between users and manager who has543

permission to set alerts of the switch and socket. Sign in into management544

page could set socket switch and warning system. In this page, there are two545

parts of instructions and warning systems smart socket:546

• Intelligent control socket547
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Figure 22: Real-time data

In the iDEMS, we use the intelligent socket to replace the traditional548

socket to provide further range to connect this system control. This549

intelligent socket not only can save a lot of unnecessary energy con-550

sumption, but also can give a warning automatically. There are two551

kinds of ”socket set” controlling, i.e., ”manual control” and ”automatic552

control”. When administrator selects ”Manual control”, they can man-553

ually monitoring the environmental system and do the right steps based554

on their decisions if air quality value is out of the limits. Conversely, if555

the setting is ”automatic control”, administrator must set the thresh-556

old value at first. When the value exceeds the threshold the socket557

would automatically give a warning. The following Figure 31 is an ex-558

periment test when the socket is set as ”automatic control”. A warning559

lamp is connected on the system, when the air quality is poor then560

a warning message will appear in the monitoring screen and the lamp561

will turn on. This intelligent socket also can connect to a variety device562

to remind the operators when the quality of air is in worse status.563

• Alarm System564

Warning system can be set through management and setting system565

interface allowing the monitoring operator notices environmental air566

quality in graphical mode. When receives abnormal value as seen in567

monitor, there would be a warning sound and flashing icons at the top568
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Figure 23: Air Quality Value

of the homepage.569

In Figure 32, during the student final exam week, we run the test en-570

vironment at 8 AM to 23 PM to capture the indoor air quality in the571

room. We learn from Figure 32 after the opening time, CO2 value was572

gradually increased. We did the setting in two-stage warning, the first573

stage of the setting value was 1200 ppm, the indoor air-conditioner574

became stronger but it still no warning. The air-conditioner only let575

carbon dioxide concentration was spread to every corner of the environ-576

ment, and it is cannot effectively reduce the air value of indoor carbon577

dioxide. After a period of time, carbon dioxide concentration was get-578

ting rise again. Until the value reach 1600 ppm, in this second stage,579

a warning sound was triggered to remind environmental managers to580

improve the environment air quality. In this experimental phase, to581

balancing the air quality the action to take was opening the windows to582

let the amount of fresh air brought indoors, and after that the results583
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Figure 24: Daily information of Science and Technology Building

can be obtained from the Figure 32, as can be seen the carbon diox-584

ide concentration in the environment reduced effectively. From this585

experiment, we can learn that iDEMS in indoor monitoring system is586

beneficial to monitor air circulation. The authority can take an action,587

such as opening the windows to balance the fresh air outdoor and dirty588

air indoor when the warning system is triggered. But of course the589

outdoor air quality must be in a good conditions. It means that, there590

is a domino effect in this case. If we want to provide a healthy air591

quality indoor, such as at home, in the workplace, in the classroom or592

other buildings, we must have a healthy outdoor air quality also.593
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Figure 25: Weekly information of Science and Technology Building

Figure 26: Monthly information of Science and Technology Building
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Figure 27: Big Data Accessing and Processing Platform

Figure 28: The evaluate result of environment quality

Figure 29: Record data per day for all environment data
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Figure 30: Record data analysis for all environment data

Figure 31: Practical test with intelligent socket
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Figure 32: Practical test with warning
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5. Conclusions and Future Work594

In the term of data collection, we implement IoT for collecting the data595

of air quality in real-time. We use Zigbee wireless sensor network technology596

which is has many beneficial features like low-speed, low power, low cost,597

supporting a large number of network nodes and variety of network topolo-598

gies, and its application is simple, fast, reliable and secure. For storing data,599

we use HBase to process environmental data captured by sensors. With the600

distributed cloud architecture, HBase is capable to store a large amount of601

data, i.e., Big Data. In addition, Hadoop MapReduce with distributed com-602

puting architecture is used for processing and displaying of Big Data. One603

important feature of the cloud platform is that it stores the sensory data into604

the system fast without interrupting.605

In the term of data processing, we build an iDEMS using OpenStack,606

which is it can provide the standard hardware of cloud computing service we607

developed. With OpenStack, we can manage the operations of the compute608

module, networking module and storage module for our system. We also609

embed our system with the intelligent socket which is proven to give an alert610

when the level of air quality is out of the threshold based on THI value. In611

addition, in this work we compare the time spent for storing data into HBase612

using different methods. Moreover, we also tune up the system by identifying613

the most suitable data import method according to the experimental results614

to accelerate the data input speed for the cloud platform.615

In the term of information monitoring, we use Thrift to connect back-616

end and front-end, process HBase data, and use Java code as a client to617

create the user interface in our system. With Thrift, user can use RowKey618

to quickly get corresponding information of the row, and in a search process,619

use RowKey Range to specify the start and end of RowKey to quickly obtain620

data within the range. Thus, by above two RowKey functions, this work can621

efficiently access data. We also provide a filter function for data which is user622

can filter the information according to time intervals, and find the average623

and trends of data based time interval.624

Finally, in the future we hope to add more environmental monitoring625

spots to comprehensively monitor the whole iDEMS. We also hope to add626

more analysis capabilities in the cloud system to promote personnel health627

and extend the effectiveness of our study to the application fields and tech-628

nical views fully.629
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Highlight: 

 This work proposes an Intelligent Indoor Environment Monitoring System 

(iDEMS).  

 The proposed system combines environmental sensors with ZigBee wireless 

sensor network technology. 

 The proposed system stores and processes environmental data in HBase. 

 The proposed system presents the resulting information by a web-based 

Monitoring Platform. 
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